FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS FOR 2012-13

The GO Fellows
Christina Ann Babu     Annalise K. Kean
Colton Blake Barnes     Brendan James Kelleher
Naureen K. Dharani     Elizabeth Ross Kubacki
Heather Marie Farquhar     Lucy Li
Ashley Fitzpatrick     Tara Elissa Parker
Vasanthi Gomathinayagam     Chas S. Roberts
Mark Landon Hagge     Aparna Suhag
Jill Alexis Jahns

The Sumners Foundation Scholars
Patricia Marie Boyle     Kyle Joseph Potaniec
Kenneth Scott Herbert

The William B. Steele, Genevieve Wakefield Steele, and Sue Steele Fellowship..........................................................Jin Qian
The Stephen F. Austin Scholarship in History ..........................................................Jefferson Harris Tooley
The Thomas W. Folbre, Jr., Fellowship in History .........................................................Walter Burke Smith
The Peter W. Grayson Fellowship in History ..........................................................Alexandra Mikel DeCrecenzo
The Erwin Smith Fellowship in History .................................................................Megan Nicole Luschen
The Paul W. Beardsley Fellowship in Communication Studies ...........................Eric R. Schuppe
The Bonnie J. Beardsley Fellowship in Communication Studies ...............................Kaitlin Kristine Forsman
The Jayne Chamberlin Fellowship in Communication Studies ..................................Matthew Listy Ervin
The Hope Ridings Miller Scholarship in Journalism ..................................................Chelsea Dawn Delaney

The S. D. Heard Fellowship in English ......................................................................Summer Lynn Roberts
The Lois Jenkins Scholarship in English ..................................................................Jason Gerard Kirkwood

The M. D. "Bud" Bryant Fellowship in Biology ..............................................................Shruti Nitin Nabar
The Howard McCarley Biology Student Research Award ......................................Courtney Davee Goldstein

The Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Erwin Fellowship in Pre-Medical Studies ............................Rupak Kumar Dhoot
The Dr. Arthur N. Springall Fellowship in Pre-Medical Studies ...............................Oscar Alexander Tovar

The Thomas Edgar and Kathryn Heard Craig Fellowship in Business or Economics ..........................................................Lucy Li
The Will Mann Richardson Prize for Outstanding Scholarship and Service ........Joseph Morris Goldman
The Bradshaw Frederick Armendt Fellowship in Chemistry ........................................Jessie Hikanu Berger
The Anne Lorraine Dennis Memorial Fellowship in Chemistry ...............................Eric Andrew Prinslow

The George L. Landolt Memorial Fellowship in Chemistry ........................................Catherine Emily Stodola
The P. S. Wharton Memorial Fellowship in Chemistry .......................................................... Tri Minh Nguyen
Jacob Brody Smith
The Mary Foulks Gourley and Lloyd E. Grouley Prize in Physics ................................. Mark Landon Hagge
The Stephen Dudley and Lillie S. Heard Fellowship in Sciences...................................... Eric Andrew Prinslow
The Verta Eckman Memorial Fellowship in Music ..................................................... Diana Kathleen Milbourn
The William H. and Bess Hardwicke Omohundro Foster Award in Music ................ Evan Warren Runyon
The Rev. David A. Sharp Scholarship in Music ......................................................... Jessica Diane Carlson
The Laura H. Shoap Fellowship in Music ........................................................................ Sarah Kristina Alary
The Margaret Zauk Memorial Fellowship in Music .................................................... Jean-Paul Christian Marshall
The John S. and Rachel Heard Fellowship in Religious Studies ................................ Jason Gerard Kirkwood
The Scott H. Boyd, M.D., Memorial Scholarship in Psychology ................................ Brooke Christine Melton
The Charles Curtis McKinney Memorial Fellowship in Psychology ......................... Lauren Britanny Bolden
Catherine Rose Lark
Carina Blaire Parikh
Eric R. Schuppe
The Clara Zauk Binkley and James Binkley Scholarship in Languages .................. Alexandra Christina England
Matthew Darren Moore
Gwendolyn Mildred Seale
Meagan Nicole Hair
Emelia Kathleen Osborn
The John Peyton and Mary Louise Shoap Fellowship in Languages ..................... Steven Lee Burns
Matthew Joseph Nye
The Charles "Bo" Miller Scholar/Athlete Award ....................................................... Kristofer K. Fitzpatrick
Andrea Lauren Schneider
The Dr. Thomas Baker Memorial Scholarship in Teacher Education ...................... Ryan Andrew Vicksell
Michael Howard Brown
Cassandra Kaye Ensminger
The William B. "Bill" Davis Fellowship in Teacher Education ................................ Gregory Waylan Harrell
Katelin Quinn McKee
The Bernice and Sara Rebecca Honea Fellowship in Teacher Education ................ Ashleigh Nicole Gonzales
The Carl B. and Florence E. King Fellowship in Teacher Education ....................... Nicole Heather Breckling
The Sig Lawson Memorial Scholarship in Teacher Education .............................. Melanie Lynn St. John
The Virginia Love and Bill Freeman Creativity in Teaching Award ..................... Zackery Erich Bengston
The Brittany Danielle Simpson Endowed Scholarship ......................................... Angeleena M. Young
The Temple Foundation Endowed Scholarships in Teacher Education ............ Andrea Lauren Schneider
Tiffany Shim
June Allison Taylor

STUDENT LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE

The Dorothy Abernathy Memorial Scholarship ....................................................... Heather Marie Farquhar